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Need for a balanced view of
colonial history

letters to the editor should be sent to letters@thetimes.co.uk

ir, Dr James McDougall of Trinity College should be ashamed of himself

(“Oxford academics attack professor who defended colonialism”, Dec 21). It

is one thing to engage in rational debate. It is quite another to organise

what can only be described as a mob, in order to howl down one’s opponent. Where

do “liberals” get the idea that they have a God-given right to inflict their beliefs on

other people?
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Whether it is the excoriation of the BBC for a single deviation from the party line

on global warming or the moral blackmail of companies for advertising with

“proscribed” newspapers, the cognoscenti display all the tolerance and reason of

17th- century Puritans. 

Dr John Paul Marney 

Heriot-Watt University

Sir, Whether at Oxford or the National Archives (report, Dec 21), in the evaluation

of history it is important that a fair balance be struck between the evils and

benefits of colonialism. I belonged to a generation of colonial o�cers who saw it as

their duty to prepare their territory for independence. This often resulted in a deep

love for their territory and mutual a�ection between the races. For six years

immediately after independence it was my privilege to teach law to Zambian

students in Lusaka. They went on to be judges, barristers, magistrates and

prosecutors. There was none of the rather toxic hostility against the former

colonial regime alleged by the Oxford anti-racist group Common Ground. Instead

there was widespread recognition of the vital role of the rule of law in keeping the

peace, and in the upholding of human rights and parliamentary government.

Zambia has benefited by the avoidance of military coups and violent civil war. In

addition it has maintained democracy, and has seen presidents step down

peacefully when defeated at the ballot box.  
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Jeremy Collingwood 

Member of Overseas Civil Service 1961-70, Sa�ron Walden, Essex

Sir, The National Archives are not alone in misrepresenting issues relating to the

British empire. Similar criticisms can be levelled at the BBC’s series on Indian

independence earlier this year. The series concentrated on the Punjab where the

violence was most horrific and failed to mention that in large parts of India the

violence was much lower.

The significant transfer of power to the Indians that took place in the 1920s and

1930s was ignored. Other omissions included the fact that Lord Mountbatten took

his decisions with the agreement of the Indian leaders, the final partition plan was

devised by V P Menon (a senior Indian civil servant) and the British o�cers played

a role in ending the violence. 

R P Fernando 

Epsom, Surrey

Sir, There is more to the British empire than the unforgivable atrocities of slavery

and the Amritsar massacre mentioned in the open letter from 58 Oxford

academics. Colonisation brought law and order and many other benefits that these

academics have chosen to ignore.
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As Professor Nigel Biggar believes, there needs to be a more balanced view of the

empire and its history. Alternatively, what might have been the future of these

countries had they not been colonised?

Perhaps the Oxford academics could enlighten us. 

Dr Kusoom Vadgama 

London NW11

VISION OF THE CHURCH 

Sir, The primary task of the Crown Nominations Commission (CNC) is not to

suggest Anglican bishops who will “demonstrate commitment to maintaining the

diversity of the tradition of the Church of England” (letter, Dec 22), unless our

highest aspiration is the appointment of Private Eye’s satirical vicar, the Rev J C

Flannel, to episcopal o�ce.

On the contrary, they are “ordained to be shepherds of Christ’s flock and guardians

of the faith of the apostles” as the service for consecrating bishops itself declares —

a far stronger, bolder vision. With a continuing review into the CNC commissioned

by our archbishops already under way, let us hope that this robust aim is renewed. 

The Rev David A Baker  

Rector, East Dean with Friston and Jevington, E Sussex
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PASSPORT TO PIMLICO 

Sir, If leaving the EU is supposed to herald a dynamic, forward-looking UK,

reverting to a passport cover design that stems from 1921 sends the wrong message

(reports, Dec 22 & 23). A very traditional blue cover implies that we want to return

to the comforting certainties of the past. Instead we need a 21st-century design.

In addition, the inside pages, illustrating “the best achievements of the last 500

years”, are bizarre — Bournemouth Pier Theatre, the Orbit Tower in the Olympic

Park, Chinese New Year and a museum on the Titanic. They are a committee-

produced mishmash and need a total rethink. Other counties such as Norway and

Sweden show that it is possible to produce a modern passport design combined

with high-security features. The Home O�ce needs to go back, not to the drawing

board but to computer-aided design software. 

Kenneth Parsons 

Blagdon, Somerset

Sir, I was delighted to learn that the important question of the colour of UK

passports in a post-Brexit world has been settled. Perhaps the government will now

have time to apply its considerable talents to resolving such trivial matters as the

future protection of UK intellectual property post-2019. 

Anthony Kinahan 

Blairgowrie, Perthshire
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BODYLINE BOWLING 

Sir, If the present Ashes umpires do not implement the clearly worded cricket laws

designed to prevent fast bowlers from either damaging batsmen or unduly

threatening them (leading article, Dec 21, Sport, Dec 22), then it follows that the

death so tragically su�ered by Phillip Hughes is within the logic of the game,

especially when a bowler is operating at his most lethally quick and the crowd is

“baying for blood”.

Surely, Test match bowlers know the rules and do not expect umpires to allow

them dangerous leeway, though crowds may be less knowledgeable and probably

sometimes need to be reminded that the spirit of their engagement with play is

less than sporting. Relevant rubric might be included on scorecards, for example.

Captains, too, need to exercise a duty of care. 

David Day 

Ackworth, W Yorks

TACKLING TECHNIQUE 

Sir, I disagree with Alex Lowe’s comments on rugby tackling (“New rules have

removed all common sense”, Sport, Dec 20). As a player I was taught to tackle low,

around the thighs, thus avoiding contact with my opponent’s head (accidental or

otherwise). I commend the authorities for cracking down on forceful contact in the

head and neck area. If some players are taught to drive up, isn’t it their

responsibility to ensure they stop before the move becomes too high?  
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Fraser Morrison  

Ban�, Aberdeenshire

SMELL OF DISEASE 

Sir, As a young radiographer in the 1960s I worked briefly with a radiologist who

became very frustrated when patients were wearing perfume because, he said, it

prevented him from smelling their disease (report, Dec 19, and letters, Dec 21 & 22).

Those of us who were ignorant of the phenomenon thought it an amusing

idiosyncrasy. I have since wondered if we were mistaken. 

Kate Roberts 

Ilkley, W Yorks

SEPARATE CARRIAGES 

Sir, I was shocked to discover that rail companies are considering removing the

quiet carriage (News, Dec 7). I am on the autistic spectrum and only just cope with

rail travel because quiet coaches are available — they are as vital to disability

inclusion as step-free access. Moreover, it seems to me that first and standard-class

divisions do not segregate passengers into the groups that would most easily share

a carriage. I think there is a need for: a family-friendly carriage; a loud business

carriage for people who want to use phones and laptops in a child-free

environment; a carriage that is a quiet child-free, talk-free place to work on

electronic devices; and a carriage that is for real quiet with all electronic devices
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put away and talk kept to a minimum.  

Caroline Henthorne 

London SE24

GREENFINCH SEE RED 

Sir, That greenfinch are heading for the red list due to a trichomonosis outbreak is

a cause for concern (Dec 22). I had never seen a greenfinch in my garden until this

week. As the bird flew towards the feeder it was headed o� by our resident robin.

The finch disappeared and hasn’t been seen since. Perhaps territorial robins

hogging urban winter food o�erings have contributed to the decline. 

Dr Sarah Nachshen 

London NW11

PIGEON PIE 

Sir, I found that pigeons promptly removed themselves when I put a couple of

blow-up snakes (such as one puts in Christmas stockings) out of the windows

(letter, Dec 22). My husband thought that they would have lost any evolutionary

instincts but it seems not. 

Dr Ruth MacGillivray 

London SW11

CULL OF THE WILD 

Sir, Further to the letters (Dec 20., 22 & 23) on the predation of leverets by red kites,
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I have also seen ducklings and baby birds being taken. The RSPB quotes a 2000

study by the government’s raptor working group that “there is no scientific

evidence that birds of prey have a�ected population levels of British songbirds”.

However, this study was conducted before 2000; the population of red kites has

since multiplied. It is time to consider control of their numbers. 

Andrew Millar 

Wallingford, Oxon

Sir, Red kites were culled under licence from Benson airfield in Oxfordshire owing

to the risk of bird strike; local residents were feeding the raptors in their gardens,

which resulted in larger numbers spilling over to the airfield. There is little doubt

that kites prey on leverets, but the removal of habitat (shorter grass) to dissuade

kites from hunting over airfields would have a greater impact on the hare

population. 

Rob Yorke 

Abergavenny, Monmouthshire

PLASTIC BAG BAN 

Sir, Before Kenya’s plastic bag ban (letter, Dec 21) every settlement in the country

was surrounded by a sea of plastic bags. This plastic was choking the environment

and the livelihoods of the 75 per cent of Kenyans who live o� the land. The soil and

the stomachs of livestock and wildlife were polluted by plastic. Since the ban you

can drive hundreds of kilometres without seeing a single plastic bag. Michael Gove
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need look no farther than the leadership of African and Asian countries that have

banned disposable plastics and which uphold the basic principles of reduce, reuse

and recycle. 

Henry Bailey 

Mugie Wildlife Conservancy, Kenya

SHARK-ROOF HOUSE 

Sir, I shall follow with interest the campaign to establish Headington’s shark-roof

house as a listed building (report, Dec 21). If it is successful then I presume any

future development of the property would be subject to stringent conditions.

Might developers find themselves required to commission further marine

creatures to ensure a sympathetic roof extension? Many sharks are solitary

creatures, so it would be wise to establish the exact species of the shark before any

further works.  

Merrigan Bee 

Stroud, Glos

Comments are subject to our community guidelines, which can be viewed here.
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Findlay Niederle 4 hours ago

8031 4 hours ago

William Clark 6 hours ago

Regarding the partition of the subcontinent, this was reluctantly agreed by the Viceroy upon

the insistence of the Mohammad Ali Jinnah. Pended at 13:35.

2 Recommend Reply

The letter signed by 60 Oxford academics has the inescapable feel of the street mob,

attempting to close down views they disagree with. This is always an unpleasant event but for

it to come from those who one would expect to have minds open to the viewpoints of others

it is staggeringly worrying.

11 Recommend Reply

Mark Roberts 1 hour ago

@8031 I don't expect academics to value other people's views. But then I don't

respect academics a lot myself! 

Recommend Reply

With respect to colonial history, the problem seems to be that however outspoken the anti-

colonialists are, there are just too many people in this country who either governed in the

colonies or who lived there and are thus witnesses to what things were actually like. And

while there were "atrocities" going back in time, the tendency of soldiers to shoot rioters also

went on in Britain. That does not make it right, but it reminds us that life in those days was
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Tim Locke 6 hours ago

Tim Locke 6 hours ago

Andrew Wilson 6 hours ago

very di�erent. The other side, of course, is how our ex-colonials feel about British rule. In
Cyprus at least, many citizens openly admit the biggest mistake their country ever made was
getting rid of its colonial masters, as it was promptly invaded by Turkey. 

10 Recommend Reply

Plastic Bag Ban.    I wonder how the Kenyan government got such good results?   'Policemen'
with clubs beating anyone who dared drop a plastic bag or maybe just banning the import of
manufacture of the bags. 

Recommend Reply

I was brought up to believe that the Empire fulfilled its mandate to civilise the heathen and
generally succeeded.   If the grandsons  of the supposedly oppressed don't like the way it was
then I think that is just too bad as it was their fathers who destroyed the civilisation in a lot of
ex colonies.

10 Recommend Reply

Dr Ruth MacGillivray (Pigeon Pie) may be interested to know that kangaroos are repelled by
the smell of tiger faeces, although it is a very long time since the ancestors of kangaroos and
tigers could have encountered each other.

1 Recommend Reply

Brian Cope 3 hours ago

@Andrew Wilson I'm also repelled by the smell of  tiger faeces and also live
thousands of miles from India. The presence of animal matter in carnivore faeces is
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Fikile Blundell 7 hours ago

probably what puts o� kangaroos and me. I don't mind the sweet grassy/barley smell
of horse manure as it reminds me of a whisky distillery.

2 Recommend Reply

Andrew Wilson 2 hours ago

@Brian Cope @Andrew Wilson

The interesting aspect of this research by Queensland University is that kangaroos
are not repelled by the faeces of all predators.

Recommend Reply

It would be nice for the a lot of people to remember that millennia old civilised standards,
concepts and applications of law, education, healthcare and government itself were
profoundly undermined by the selfish actions of certain individuals during the British and
European colonial era. These livings were not introduced they were already there. This
clarified for anyone who didn't know, I would say that some British and European people
were human and unfortunately some were not and hid their individual evil under the banner
of empire. It isn't all one way or the other but we all need to be clear, I feel, about the very
civilised Kingdoms that already existed as anything less is untrue and hurtful. Perfect, no, but
Britain had high poverty levels which at the onset of British colonialism most of Africa didn't
have. Let's learn and clarify what can be celebrated and what justifiably gets criticised from
British colonial times.

Recommend Reply

David Shipley 6 hours ago

@Fikile Blundell Eh? What real law, healthcare or democracy did any pre-colonial
society enjoy?  Can you name one country that had a properly functioning state in
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Newminster 8 hours ago

any of those areas?

9 Recommend Reply

CeeDee 4 hours ago

@David Shipley @Fikile Blundell Indeed, Africa is still tribal as evidenced by Mugabe

in Zimbabwe as just one example. Tribalism is not democracy.

6 Recommend Reply

A “return to the comforting certainties of the past” is precisely what I have persistently

accused the rabid Brexiteers of since before the referendum.

Never mind 1975, their aim appears to be to recreate the halcyon days (for some) of 1935 —

cricket on the village green in endless summer evenings with warm beer at the village pub. St

Mary Mead without the murders!

The blue passport is just one more symptom.

4 Recommend Reply

William Clark 6 hours ago

@Newminster How very blinkered. No one can possibly accept that we can turn the

clock back even six months. What the Brexit vote was about was choosing a di�erent

future.

11 Recommend Reply

Rupert Paget 2 hours ago

@William Clark @Newminster Sure, the future will be di�erent, but in what

beneficial way? Just choosing 'di�erent' is not enough; or is it?

3 Recommend Reply
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Caleb Boone 13 hours ago

Righttorant 15 hours ago

Brian Cope 3 hours ago

@Newminster Isn't the EU merely an attempt to return to the halcyon days of the
1950s when les trente glorieuse were beginning, economic planning was all the rage,
Germany was finally under France's heel and Algeria and the captive market of le
francophonie was still French. Of course it was all false, depending on the economic
subsidies of the anglo-saxon americaines. 
 
The twelve gold stars on a blue flag and Ode to Joy are an attempt to return to the
comfort blanket of the 'fifties.  

3 Recommend Reply

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
To Dr. Marney’s letter and the three which followed it, I declare:
Hear, hear!
Have a Dovely.
Sincerely yours,
Caleb Boone.

2 Recommend Reply

Surely the rewriting of history in "Gunpowder" by some Irish nationalist revisionist as
broadcast by mainstream media demonstrates the current zeitgeist of non-acceptance of any
factual basis to history? No context, black and white characterisation, omission of
inconvenient facts...
It's all the rage seemingly. Perhaps objectivity will return in 2018?
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David Shipley 6 hours ago
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@Righttorant Unlikely if Filike Blundell above is anything to go by.
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